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About This Game

After seven years, Yukinari Sanada has returned to his hometown in Kanagawa Prefecture, Kamakura City, but something
feels... different. Both he and his younger sister, Rikka, transfer into Oumi Academy and hope for a fresh start. However,

Yukinari's classmates, a lazy witch and a half-Japanese beauty, won't allow him enjoy his new life for very long.

What's our protagonist to do when he's constantly surrounded by a whole host of unique personalities and the troubles they bring
along with them? Your story with "her" about smiles, peace, passion, and love, all while borrowing the power of a witch, is

about to begin!

"Supipara - Alice the Magical Conductor." is an interactive novel themed around "dynamicism" depicted through a rallying all
of the production techniques minori has accumulated to date. See expressive character portraits with moving eyes, mouths, even

hair! It is quite immersive in many aspects.

Also, "Supipara" won't conclude in a single game. It will be released as several standalone episodes. Fans may freely pursue only
the episodes that interest them if so desired. You could say "it's a light novel series, and independent stories which develop their

own unique personalities all in one."
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supipara - chapter 2 spring has come

Wow. This game is only selling for .99c but I still recommend you to hold off from purchasing this fetid piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ If I
had to characterize it, I would say it's like a platformer that got aborted in its fetal state. ♥♥♥♥ that, saying it's an aborted
platformer would be too nice.

It was made for some "Ludum Dare" thing, which perhaps in the context of such a contest it would look better--however, upon
looking into the Ludum Dare website, I was confronted with a website that seemed about as terribly organized as this game, so
gave up trying.

Regardless of why this game was made, it is terrible. For something with "gun" in the title, the game isn't as much about
shooting things as it is avoiding getting hit by things. The condition for completing a level perfectly is ending with full health,
not beating a certain number of enemies or anything else that would make a satisfying win condition. You don't get any points
for shooting things and you can pass some levels without shooting hardly anything. The ways in which you beat the levels feel
contrived and unsatisfying. It's not skill that wins the games, not even logic, just some gimmicky ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t you'll end up
figuring out by playing over and over. The Rubber Ducky title is also superflous... There's nothing duck-like in the game and the
character is just a pixel square that you will never ever feel any love for.

It took 3 levels of play to figure out that the point is to pass the levels with full health. During the 5th level, the Developer
blatantly points out that this is pretty much a failed effort without a sound concept. It sounds like he's apologizing almost, but
DON'T WORRY--HE'S GOING TO MAKE UP FOR THE ♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME. HOW? Oh, by adding the extra challenge of
making you find a bunch of stupid secrets laced throughout the levels in order to proceed to the final level. You would think the
secrets would take logic and skill to find, that it might at least be one satisfying part of the game attempting to seek them out...
but ♥♥♥♥ NO. One or two secrets took minimal thought to accomplish, the rest happened by accident for me and could hardly
be called secrets at all. It's nothing like finding an easter egg... the Dev merely forces you to do some trivial task like exit on the
left side of the screen instead of the right or some other equally pointless task. None of this effort was satisfying to me and I was
annoyed that someone made me go through the motions just to see if the ♥♥♥♥ing game would pick up... IT DOESN'T.

What else can I add to the list of♥♥♥♥♥♥this game pours forth? How about Achievements for clicking a link to follow this
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on twitter? I clicked a little bird icon thinking it was a secret that I had to check out, but NO... it pushed
me out of game and tried to link me up with Twitter and said I obtained a "social media addict" achievement... right before
the♥♥♥♥♥♥froze my computer. Another achievement just for buying the game.... (♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥). The game also
seemed to lag at certain points in some levels.

If the gameplay itself wasn't annoying enough, it gets worse because you have to listen to the developer narrate the game
controls in what he feels is a humorous banter, which is really just annoying. This is especially so since when you have to redo a
level, you have to click through the multiple frames of text in order to get to another unsatisfying level. Also, have the time the
narrator speaks as if talking to the audience and half the time he speaks as if to the player.. This isn't a problem, except on the
damned Ludum Dare site, he described this game as "a dialog between the ever-silent Rubber Ducky and his eccentric
developer, all made to hopefully make you smile!"

NO--this game doesn't make me smile. I feel less intelligent for having played it. The fact that you're charging for a piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥soundtrack to boot is ♥♥♥♥ing LUDICROUS. The fact that you throw in trivia about your game development
efforts into the narration of this game and blatantly try to use this just to advertise yourself seems idiotic, since people will now
be aware that you made a REAL ♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME. You didn't have to bring our attention to it.. you could have been nice to
yourself. Let your friends donate to your ♥♥♥♥♥♥ project through paypal or something, don't try and rip people off on steam.
"LOOK MOMMY! I CAN SELL A PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥ON STEAM AND PEOPLE WILL BUY IT! I'M A ♥♥♥♥ING
BIG BOY NOW!!!"

I played your game, I made it to the end, I clicked a bunch of♥♥♥♥♥♥ made random graphics appear, and now want to slam
my head in the wall...... *OUCH*. \ud83c\udf1f10\/10
WOULD CRASH A HELI IN VIETNAM AGAIN...
. It's both a pleasure to ZOOM through this game as well as take your time to smell the Bobos. As you start to realize how your
choices affect the progress and atmosphere of your garden, you begin thinking about what you'd like to try different in your
next garden. With an extensive cast of colorful monsters, you're sure to find a new friend every time through.. I bought it for
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few cents, paid too much. This is ablsolute, pure, 100% non-working s***. I tested it on windows 10 x64, windows 7 x64 sp1
and windows xp sp3 (win7 and win xp via virtualbox). The only working part of it is the *.bat file, that has to be modified in
order to idle cards.. Excellent Locomotive and I was lucky to get it during a Steam sale, but it would be worth it at the full price.
Works great with Donner Pass, and it is on quite of few Scenarios in the workshop. Dynamic brakes work very well, cab lights,
once you find the switch on the left panel and gauge lights, so you can sunstitute this local in some of the Donner Pass scenarios
for some of the older Locos without inside lighting. Why someone would give this a negative review because of scenarios,
which there are tons of for free in the workshop, is beyond me, and two of the same reviews isn't very cool either.. Best rage
game I have ever played make more levels definitely hood work developers keep going. Brain out a more difficult on and make
a mode to go head to head online. Fault fan? GET THIS THING! I hope a few of the untranslated stuffs get translated, too!!! I
am SUPER curious what they say. The fault lore is super interesting from what I've seen so far.

The highlight of this whole thing is probably... A FAULT MANGA!!! It's really good, too. Lot of focus on the characters,
especially Selphine. Dunno how much I should spoil about it, so I'll stop here.
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Simple, cheap, fun. Looks great, love the style. Duck Hunt on steroids. Lots of splosions.. Hard but funny. Totally recomended!
:). Excellent idea but I think the implementation is lacking a little. Unless you don't have any extremely weak nerves or deep
fear of at least one appearing creature this game is going to be only holding the two control keys down for ten minutes. What is
as funny as it sounds.. One of the greatest things about this game is its sheer simplicity. Navigate a maze, pick up treasure, kill
enemies, and find the key to the next level. Every 5 levels there is a boss and while the mazes are procedurally generated, the
bosses aren't. It's a fun, simple, cheap game that you can actually enjoy for several hours. At the time of this review, I've spent
10 hours in this game and I intend to continue playing it.. Do not get this game. This game is nothing but a money grab.
Seriously, it really is just like.... Microtransactions: The Game. STAY AWAY IF YOU VALUE YOUR WALLET

When the game actually stops you from progressing with a timer, unles syou want to pay them money to continue playing....
yeah, it's bad.. Oh, Night Trap...

Once upon a time, there was the idea of having movies, but make them playable. That's right! You're in control of your movie
and can do anything, interact, change what's happening, even determine the outcome by your actions. Wow!
This time was called the nineties, and some of you might remember it. Some of you might even have fond memories of the Sega
CD (Mega CD im Europe). Some also might remember the rise of FMV Games during that time. FMV is short for full motion
video. It's just like video, except that it's also in full motion! Wow! Take your time to imagine that! Videos! On a gaming
console! In full motion! And you could even interact with it! Doesn't this sound almost too great to be true? Imagine the
possibilities! Are you excited?

Now imagine watching a pixelated, garbled mess with a low framerate. You even get to use your imsgination! Wow! And the
gameplay, oh, the gameplay! You had to press a certain button at the right time to... not die. That's right! Almost like today's
QTEs. Except... worse? And the games were nothing but said low quality QTEs.

Blame it on the technical limitations, but at least the movies made into a game were great and full of production value. Right?
Right?! Nope. For whatever reason, the fundament of those games were mostly low budget movies with cheesy acting, laughably
shallow plots and sets which are put to shame by any Elementary School play.

Are you still excited? Why somebody would even have bothered to "play" those "games"? Because they were fun!

Once you got used to the usually clunky and limited controls, the adventurous visuals and... oh, there wasn't anything else.
Anyways, once you got used to... whatever was there... you could have fun. You could be a firefighter, a karate warrior, a fighter
pilot, a helicopter pilot, a pilot of some hovercraft... thing, a boxer, even Sherlock Holmes himself!

And then there was Night Trap. In which you were... some guy watching security camera feed while a couple of girls are having
a party. No, no, it's not like you think! Well, maybe at least not completely...
You had to save those girls from the Augers by activating traps inside and outside of the house. Just make sure you're watching
the right room and activate the trap as soon as an Auger steps on it. And he'll get spectacularily trapped as your reward.
Spectacularily? Yes, that's right! There's even smoke! Well, sometimes, at least... ok, moving on...
What's an Auger, you may ask. Well, the enemies of Night Trap of course! They're like vampires, except they have no fangs and
move around like they've got cramps in about every muscle of their body. Why? Uuuuh, because!
And that's the fun part. You just have to see them to believe it! Their movement and their musical theme (that's right, they even
get a theme when you can see those cute little f***ers on screen!) will burn into your mind. Deeply!
You just won't be able to unsee (and unhear) it anymore. It will stick with you at least forever, maybe even longer.
So basically you were forced to "play" the game so you could be watching a movie so bad, that it was amusing. A movie so
trashy, full of budget restraints, bad acting, plotholes and 90's cheesiness that you will feel as if you've never had a better time in
your entire life! Well, maybe except that one time, with... ok, moving on...
So, those were the 90's. You had a great time playing Night Trap on your Sega CD and suddenly... Bam! The nineties were over!
Totally unexpected! Who could have guessed?! And because the nineties were over, you couldn't play Night Trap on your Sega
CD anymore. There was a new game: adult life! And man, did it suck! Instead of fun and cheesiness, there came responsibility
and time management. Sure, the graphics were better and there was a little bit more interactivity...

Fast forward until summer 2017. Guess who's back!? Night Trap!
Remastered, with (slightly) better graphics, contemporary controls (you can even use a mouse or joypad! This almost hasn't
been done before!) and tons of bonus material, like a documentary, interviews, even a whole new game, and much more! And a
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Theater Mode! It only took 25 years to finally get this one! Achievements, too! Because it's 2017! Isn't that just great? All the
nostalgia is finally back - with a vengeance!

So if you played Night Trap in the 90's... you probably will have bought it already and won't be reading reviews for it.
And if you haven't played it...
...well, that's a hard one. Should you get it? Would I recommend it?
If you're looking for an AAA game with great production value and innovative gameplay, definitely no! Go play something else
instead. If you want to know what it (almost) would be like to play Night Trap during the 90's on your Sega CD, yes! If you like
trash and are easily entertained by things that are so bad that they're funny, definitely!

Just know what you're getting: a cringeworthy FMV game that can be a bit frustrating and hard at times, but will make you laugh
so hard that your stomach will hurt. And you can listen to the outstanding Night Trap Theme song over and over again. Yay!.
Incredibly inventive. Extremely funny dialogue. A serious, even grim story underneath. Wonderful graphics. Sometimes hard to
solve, but you are having too much fun to grumble.

When will we seen The Inner World 3?. Usually I don't leave reviews but Fata Morgana is an exception. This is hands-down the
most memorable and heart-wrenching story I've known, not unlike Nier Automata if you seek a game with some depth and heart
to it (and the music is as just good, the OST makes me cry). I love that the story is never cliche and just when you think you
know what will happen, the plot takes you by surprise and it's really refreshing. All the characters are very lovable in their own
way. It's not a story where things are black and white, so the grey areas honestly make the characters shine. After I finished it I
found myself missing them and wanting more because they were so endearing. There's also the feeling of satisfaction after you
read a really good book.

Sure it's a very long read but it's worth every second. If you want something different and truly unique (and if you're into the
mystery genre), this is for you. I honestly wish more people would give this a try, I can't recommend it enough (there's even an
extensive free demo)!! If it seems like I don't have any negative comments, it's because I've enjoyed every bit of it. It's a
masterpiece.. Ukrainian Ninja is a game that I don't recommend at all because:
- have an acceptable price
- is a method to banish boredom but also you can become bored by playing it

Anyway... have trading cards.

Enjoy!
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